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A double semiorder (Y, s’, Y) is a nested pair of binary relations JOG SJ C YX 
Y such that for some two threshold values 8, > S, > 0 there xists a representation 
f: Y-+ R with u&v = f(v) + S,< f(u) and USV = f(v) + S, < f(u) for all 
U, v E V. A double semiorder is termed strong when such a representation f :V-+ 
R exists for any two threshold values 8, > S, > 0. Double semiorders were first 
studied and characterized by Cozzens and Roberts, who left open the problem of 
finding a forbidden sub(di)g characterization of strong double semiorders 
(SIAM J. Algebraic Discrete MethodF 3 (1982), 566-583). In this paper we present 
such a characterization, and show in particular that (V, d, yl) is a strong double 
semiorder if and only if (W, .ss’~ WX W, ??n WX WV) is a strong double 
semiorder for all WC Y of cardinality #WYI 5. In addition, we show that 
arbitrary double semiorders can be recognized in polynomial time, and that more- 
over all possible thresholds 8, > S, > 0 for which a representation exists can be 
found in polynomial time. 0 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The characterization fthe global consistency of local geometric data in 
terms of minimal forbidden subconfigurations has been a prominent area of 
mathematical investigations for many years. Important examples include 
*The authors thank the NATO scientific aKairs division for the collaborative research grant 
86/0701. 
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Steinitz’s characterization of the 1-skeleta of 3-polyhedra [lo], Kuratowski’s 
famous criterion for the planarity of graphs [6], and Tutte’s extension of 
Kuratowski’s theory, including the characterization of regular matroids in 
terms of excluded minors [ll]. A perhaps less well-recognized area in which 
results of this type play an important role originated in the analysis of 
preference relations in mathematical psychology. A typical problem here is 
to try to find a real-valued function f, defined on a set of objects Y, such 
that more or less definite preferences among the objects are reflected by 
larger or smaller gaps between the corresponding values of f. 
Mathematically speaking, we let Y be a finite set of cardinality #V, 
and 9 G V% V be a binary relation on Y. The relation 9 is a semiorder 
if there exists a map f : V+ W, together with a threshold 8, > 0, such that 
u9u 0 f( IJ) + 8, < f(u) for all U, u E Y, where u9u e [u, u] E 9. 
Semiorders were first studied as a model of “preference” relations in the 
social sciences by Scott and Suppes [9], who showed that they could be 
characterized by the following three axioms: 
Sl. vu E Y: ,u9u; 
s2. VW, x, y, z E v: (w9x A y9z) * (w9.2 v y9x); 
s3. VW, x, y, z E Y : (WSX A x3y) * (WSZ v z3y). 
The problem was later taken up by Roberts [7], who showed that 9 is a 
semiorder if and only if there exists a linear order “ + ” on Y which is 
compatible with 3 in the sense that 
and 
(z < y < x A x.az) * (x.fy A yyz), 
where .Y:= {[u, u] ] [ u, u], [u, u] @ S} denotes the symmetric complement of 
9. More recently, it has been shown that 9 is a semiorder if and only if the 
diagraph (Y, 9 U 9) has more >arcs than Sarcs in every one of its closed 
directed paths [4,12]. 
Subsequently, Hubert [5] proposed modelling two levels of preference by 
means of a pair of relations &‘,9 c YX Y for which there exists a map 
f : V* R such that, given values for 8, > 8, > 0, we have 
udu -f(u) + S,<f(u) and ugu -f(u) + &/f(u) 
for all u, u E Y. The function f is called a representation of (V, &, 9) 
with respect to 8, and S,, while those pairs of relations for which such a 
representation exists are called double semiorders. Conversely, given a pair 
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of relations (,sP, 9) on a finite set V we shall denote the open subinterval 
of (0,l) consisting of all ratios S,/S, for which a representation exists by 
A( JY, 9). A double semiorder (V, SF’, 9) is termed strong when A( d, 9) 
= (0,l). 
The interval A(&, 9) was first characterized inthe course of her doc- 
toral work by Cozzens [2,3], from which she was able to obtain a character- 
ization of strong double semiorders in terms of an infinite class of (rather 
complex) forbidden subconfigurations. The existence of this characteriza- 
tion lead her to pose the problem of finding a minimal set of forbidden 
subconfigurations. More recently [4], in the course of our studies of 
Euclidean distance geometry [l], we have discovered a simple and direct 
test for the consistency of arbitrary distance and order information in 
dimension one. In the next section of this paper we shall show that this 
result leads at once to a criterion for the consistency of any given values of 
6, > S, > 0 with a given pair of relations (Y, .GS?, 9); in particular, it 
enables us to show that: 
The interval A(&, 3) can be computed in polynomial-time 
(< O(#V5)). 
Moreover, in the case of strong double semiorders our result enables us to 
find a finite list of minimal forbidden subconfigurations on subsets WC V 
whose size #W does not exceed five; specifically: 
A nested pair of relations &‘Bzc 9 C YX V is a strong double 
semiorder if and only if the relations are irreflexive, satisfy 
equations (8) and (9) and in addition none of the nine 
subconfigurations which are shown in Figs. 1 and 3 occur 
therein. (See note added in proof.) 
2. DOUBLE SEMIORDERS 
Cozzens original characterization f double semiorders [2,3] is based 
upon an elegant geometrical method introduced by Scott [8], and is phrased 
in terms of counts of the various types of arcs in the circuits (i.e., minimal 
setsofarcs~~~~YsuchthatforeachoE~onehas#{wE~~[u,w] 
E V} = #{u E V][ U, u] E %‘}) of the digraph on -Y whose arcs are in 
p, where &‘* := {[a, u]][u, u] E&‘} and p:= YX V\J&‘*. Specifi- 
cally, Cozzens proved the following result: 
THEOREM 1. Let &‘, 9 c VX %‘- be two semiorders on Y with s’c 9 
and therefore ~4 c 9 c 9*~ &-. Given a circuit V z tiT and natural 
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numbers rn&, mg, n&, ng satisfying m,l #(%?(I.&), m,+ m,l # - 
(Vn 9) n,+ m,+ m,< #(Vn 9*) and n,+ n,+ m,+ m,= #%7, 
define m(U) = m(U; n,, n,, mg, rn&) ands(V) = s(U; n,, ng, mg, m&) 
by 
if n,> rnd andm,k n9 
0) 
otherwise. 
ifm&B n, 
otherwise. 
(2) 
Then (V”, &, 9) is a double semiorder with respect o given 6& > 6, > 0 if 
and onfy if supW(m(%)) < S.-J& < inf,(s(%‘)), and for no circuit % is it 
possible to have 
m&= n,# 0 and m,= n,# 0. (3) 
As an immediate corollary of this characterization, e sees that a nested 
pair of relations (V, -01,9) (meaning do 9 L YX Y) is a double 
semiorder for all values of 8, > 6, > 0 if and only if for any circuit %? as 
above m(U) s 1, s(F) = 00 and (3) does not hold. Cozzens calls such 
pairs of semiorders strong double semiorders. 
Our own characterization f double semiorders, which of course is 
equivalent o Cozzens’ but which has the distinct advantage that it can be 
checked in polynomial time, is based upon the following theorem whose 
(almost trivial!) proof may be found in [4]. 
THEOREM 2. Given a function w : CfX Y+ W, there exists a function 
f: V+ !J? such that f(v) -f(u) I w(u, v) for all u, v E V if and only if 
the complete digraph 9(V) on V, each of whose arcs [u, v] E Y!'-X Y has 
been given the weight o( u, v), has no cycles of negative total weight. 
In addition, as shown in [4], the existence of a negative cycle can be 
checked in at most 0(#Y3) time. 
With this result, it is straightforward to prove the following characteriza- 
tion: 
THEOREM 3. Given two subsets .B?C 9~ YX Y, partition the arcs in 
VX Iv into jive classes: ,oPg-, := &, &%, := 9\&, &YO := VX V\ 
(9 U S*) LX?C@, := 9* \ (9 U AS?*), and -c4g1 := &‘* \ 9. For 8, > 8, > 0 
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together with some E > 0, assign weights to the arcs as follows: 
%3,-E if [u,u] EdEz 
-s,- E if [24,U] E.dS1 
w( u, u) = w( u, v; s,, kg, E) := if [u,u] Ed9O (4) 
if [u,u] E&g1 
if [ 24, u] E -01Y2. 
Then thereexistsamapf: V”-+ R such thatf(u) + 6,<f(u) * [u,u] ES? 
and f ( U) + 8, < f(u) - [u, v] E 9 if and only if the complete digraph on V 
weighted by w contains onegative cycles for some E > 0; that is, if and only 
if for every circuit WC YX V\&‘92 one has 
+(#(%?nd2&) - #(Vnd%,)) .a,> 0. (5) 
In particular, (VT, &, 9) is a strong double semiorder ifand only if at least 
one of the following conditions holds for every circuit %’in 9(V): 
Al. #(%‘n.&?$) > 0; 
A2. #(%? n A%,) > #(U n J&Y-~) and #(U n d90) + #(V n 
.dS1) 2 #(%?n.d~~,) + #(%?nd9-,) (= #(Vn 9)); 
A3. #(‘X n ~2’9,) = g(Vn ~&‘3-~) and #(% n ~2~~) > a(%? n 
.=f-g- 1). 
In consequence, for any given S, > 6, > 0 it can be decided in at most 
O(#V3) steps whether (Y, &,9) has a representation f : V+ R with 
respect o 6, and 8,. Moreover, it follows from Theorem 3 that if 
A( ~4, S) # 0, the infimum and supremum of the interval A( ,rQ, 9) are 
rational numbers p/q with 0 I p I q I #V, namely the maximum and 
minimum of all such numbers for which no negative cycles exist with 
respect o the weight function w( . . _ ; q, p, 0). Hence we have the following: 
COROLLARY 1. The interval A(&, 9) can be computed in at most 
0( #V’) steps. 
The relation between Cozzens’ result and our own can be stated as 
follows: for every circuit Vc s= VX V\S?~~, where JJ~ 9 are 
semiorders, we choose natural numbers rn&, mg, n&, ng satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem 1 so that they maximize the expression m&S,+ 
m,S, - n&rBs& - n&+ It is easily seen that this choice minimizes (U) if 
s(W) < co, while otherwise itmaximiz es m(V) if m(a) > 1. Since S,> S, 
> 0, this choice gives us m, = #(und9-,), ms= #(UndFl), 
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n9 = #(Un&‘9,,), and n&= #(V n &‘9i). In the case of strong double 
semiorders, Cozzens’ conditions apply to those circuits for which #(U n 
&‘?Q = 0 and ensure that in this case either condition A2 or A3 holds. The 
exclusion of (3) simply excludes the possibility of equality in both condi- 
tions in the event that m(U) = 0. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
If v := [Q,. . .) u,,] E vn+l is a cycle in 9(V) = (V, YX Y) (mean- 
ing u0 = u,,), we shall denote the circuit consisting of the arcs between 
successive nodes by V(v), and we abbreviate #(U(v) n .&Vi) to J&!?~(v) for 
i E (0, h 1, * 2). We have seen that a pair of nested relations (V, J&‘, 9) 
is a strong double semiorder if and only if for every such cycle v the 
corresponding circuit U(v) satisfies Al, A2, or A3 of the previous section. 
Let us call such a cycle dS%udmissible. Similarly, (Y”, JX?‘, 8) is defined to 
be admissible when all the cycles in 9(Y) are &%admissible. It follows 
directly by negation that a cycle v E Vn+’ is &‘Gnadmissible if and only 
if 
IO. .&3*(v) = 0, 
and in addition at least one of the following conditions holds: 
Il. &9,(v) < J9Kz(v); 
12. J&$)(v) + Jf%i(V) < JZ?Ki(V) + &&E,(v); 
13. &Yi(v) = .@‘9?-z(v) and .&Ya(v) = &‘~~i(v). 
For a given positive integer k, (“Y-, &, 9) will be called k-admissible if no 
&%nadmissible cycle has length equal to k. 
Obviously, (Y, &‘,9) is l-admissible if and only if 9 (and hence also 
&) is irreflexive, i.e., 
7iMu vu E 7v. (6) 
Similarly, a straightforward case-by-case analysis hows that (V, B?, 9) is 
2-admissible if and only if 9 (and hence JZZ’) is asymmetric, i.e., 
u9u * -#u2?u vu, u E Y. (7) 
LEMMA 1. A nested pair LZ’ c 9 c YX Y of binary relations is 3-admis- 
sib/e if and only if it is l-admissible and the following implications 
(US, A USW) * udw, (8) 
udw =a (USU v US,) (9) 
hold for all u, u, w E VT. 
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Proof: We first note that the irreflexivity of d and (8) together imply 
asymmetry of 9, so that dn LX!‘* E 3 n 5?* = 0, and in particular JS?$?~ 
= .&‘* \ 9 = &*. If (8) and (9) hold and [u, u, w, U] E V4 is a cycle of 
length three satisfying IO, we first observe that 13 can never be satisfied 
since it can hold only for cycles of even length. If [u, u, w, U] satisfies 12, 
however, then at least wo of its arcs must be in 3 = JZ?X~ u .cx?‘T?~~~, say 
z&u and u9w. By (8) this implies u,elw and hence [w, U] E SS?* = zzMz, a 
contradiction with IO. Finally, if [u, u, w, U] satisfies 11, then at least one of 
its arcs is in ~5?= .GS?~-,, say WJS?U. By (9) this implies either wgu or u9u. 
If [u, u] E 3, that is [u, u] E 9*, then [u, u] 4 .&‘gz = .&‘* G 9* (by IO) 
implies [u, u] E &‘019, = 9* \a* and hence [u, w] E & by Il. But then (8) 
together with [w, u] E .@‘L 9 implies US?U in contradiction with [u, u] E 
&s19,. A similar argument works if [w, u] E 9. 
Conversely, if g(V) is three-admissible, then it is obviously l-admissi- 
ble. It also satisfies (8) since a cycle [u, u, w, u] with U’S, USW and 7u~w 
would satisfy IO and 12, and it satisfies (9) as well, since a cycle [u, w, u, u] 
with U.&W , 7ugu and 7u’Sw would satisfy IO and Il. q 
These and similar considerations lead to the following: 
THEOREM 4. With the aboue notations, a 3-admissible pair of relations 
(V, ~2,9) is 4-admissible if and only if none of the six subconfigurations 
shown in Fig. 1 occur. Equiualently, (V, &‘, 9) is 4-admissible if and only if: 
4-Al. For u, u, w, x E Y with [u, u], [ u, w] E 9 and [x, u] E JZ?~~ = 
VX v\ (3 U g*), either 
[x1 WI Ed 
or 
[WI E-s? 
or 
or 
[u,u] 4dA [u,x] E 9 
[II, w] edA [x, w] E 9. 
4-A2. For u, u, w, x E Y with [u, u], [w, x] E 9 and [u, w], [ u, x] E 
&go,, either 
[w,ul Es+ 
or 
[UT xl Ed 
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v 
(4-1) ;mw 
” ” 
%Rw (4-2) 
FIG. 1. The six &“Y-inadmissible and 3-admissible cycles of length four. The cycle goes 
around the perimeter of the squares, while the diagonals are obligatory additional arcs. All arcs 
are labelled by the number i of the block ~‘9, of the partition of VX Y to which they 
belong. 
or 
([t&u] e.!zfv [WJ] &d) A ([WJJ] E 9v [u,x] E 9). 
4-A3. For u, u, w, x E Y with [u,w] E d and [u, x], [u, w] E 9, 
either 
[u, 4 E 3 
or 
[WI E 9 
or 
[x, w] E 9. 
Proof It is easily checked that all of the 3-admissible &‘CGnadmissible 
cycles shown in Fig. 1 fulfill IO and the inadmissibility condition I3 with the 
exception of (4-6), which is an instance of Il. It is also easily seen that (4-l) 
through (4-3) violate 4-Al, (4-4) and (4-5) violate 4-A2, and (4-6) vio- 
lates 4-A3. It remains to be shown that any 3-admissible cycle v = 
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[u,, ut, u2, ug, u, = uo] of length four which satisfies IO and 11, 12, or 13 is 
one of the seven types listed in Fig. 1, and that 3- and 4-admissibility 
together imply 4-Al through 4-A3. Note that 4-admissibility implies l- and 
2-admissibility and hence, by the above lemma, (8) and (9) whenever 
(V, .z?, 9) is 3-admissible. 
To attain our goals, let us first assume that q(v) I? &018-, = 0. With this 
assumption inadmissibility implies that either &S_,(v) 2 3 or else 
&g-t(v) = 2 = .&~~(v). If &Ki(v) 2 3 we may assume w.1.o.g. that 
u,,~u,~u,~u,, so that z+,.E@u~ by (8) and therefore [u,, uo] E EZ’* = .@‘gz2, a
contradiction which shows that this case is excluded by 3-admissibility 
alone. In the alternative case the only possibility consistent with 3-admissi- 
bility (up to relabelling) is[u,,. u,], [uz, u3] E z~“%, and [u,, u,], [u,, u,] t 
~$3~. since otherwise -Sag-,(v) = 2 = &Y~(v) would imply (up to rela- 
belling) that, e.g., [uo, ur], [u,, uz] E &K, and [uz, u3], [u,, uo] E&go. In 
this case (8) implies [ug, u2] E &E2, from which it follows by (9) that 
[q, Us] E 3 or [u3, uz] E 3 in contradiction to [u2, u,], [u,, u,J E &go. 
Hence [q,, uz], [ut, uj] E 9 U 9*, since if, e.g., [u,, u2] E 3 then (8) to- 
gether with [u2, u3] E ‘?? implies [q,, u3] E J&‘, i.e., [ u3, uo] E &‘* = &%1, a 
contradiction. The remaining three cases can be eliminated in a similar 
fashion, and lead us to conclude that [ ui, Us], [u2, uo] E &g,,, so that we get 
a cycle of type (4-5) in Fig. 1. 
Let us now assume .EY’K~(v) > 0, say [ ug, UJ E &‘. Then by (9) one of 
the four cases shown in Fig. 2 must occur. In case (I), &g*(v) = 0, i.e., 
[u,,, Us] 4 .z&‘, together with [Q, ug] E 9 implies [u,, uo] E &g,, and in 
particular, &g,(v) 2 1. In addition [ ug, u,], [ug, u2] E 9 and [q,, ug] St +GC! 
together with (8) implies [u,, u,],[u,, u3] 6C 9, in particular &go(v) + 
&%‘i(v) 2 2 (so 12 cannot hold). Therefore inadmissibility implies that 
&g-,(v) + d?~J,(v) = 2 (since otherwise neither 11 nor 13 can hold), and 
hence [ ui, u2] E 9. Together with [ ug, ur] E .JZ?C 9 and (8) this implies 
1% 2 u ] E J&‘, while together with [ u2, us] 4 .&* and (8) it implies [ u3, ui] G 9 
and therefore, in view of our result [u,, u3] E 9 above, [u,, q] E .@‘g,-,. If
[ ut, u2] E XZ’ = &‘% 2, then (9) together with [ ut, u3] +E 9 implies [q, u2] E 
CC!?. Since U(v) n ~29~ = 0, this implies [ u2, ug] E .&CY, = 9* \zZ*, which 
leaves us finally with a cycle of type (4-l). If [u,, u2] E 9\&‘= ,c4%t, on 
the other hand, since [u,, uj] $: 9 the only way for v to be inadmissible is 
via 13 with &g,(v) = 1 for i = k 1, f 2, in which case we necessarily have 
[u,, Us] E .&c??,,, i.e., a cycle of type (4-2) as desired. 
In case (II) we observe that g(v) n -c9gz = 0 and 2-admissibility im- 
plies [q, ~~1, [q, uol E .=fg,, which together with inadmissibility implies 
[ u2, u3] E &. If [q,, uz] E B then (8) implies the contradiction [u3, uo] E d, 
and similarly [ui, uJ] E 9. On the other hand, [ ug, u2] E -01g2 U ~23~ would 
imply [ u2, uo] E 9 which together with (8) and [u,, ut] E 9 yields the 
contradiction [ ur, u2] E .!Y*, and similarly [ur, ug] $E &‘%,, U dQp9,. Hence 
[ ug, u,], [ut, u3] E JzZCC~~,, and we have a cycle of type (4-4). 
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FIG. 2. The four cases to be considered in the proof of Theorem 4 in the event that 
V(v) nsdBI+ 0. 
In case (III) we observe that [us, uo] P 9, since otherwise (8) and 
[u,, u2] E 9 would imply [uz, u3] E d* in contradiction to q(v) n LX?C!?~ = 
0. In a similar fashion we get [ ui, u,], [u2, u3] 4 9, i.e., L&‘??~(v) + .&49,(v) 
r 3. Hence the only way to get 4-inadmissibility is via 11 with .&‘?!?,Jv) = 3 
and .&C%,(v) = 1 > .&‘gi(v) = 0. In addition, (9) together with 
[u,, 4 [+, u21 @ 9 and [+, ~~1, [u2, ql @ 9 imply [Q, u21 Gd and 
[u,, ui] e ~2, respectively, which gives us a cycle of type (4-6). 
Finally, in case (IV), rather than starting another lengthy discussion, we 
simply use the internal symmetry of the problem; i.e., we use the obvious 
fact that a nested pair of relations (V, ~2, S) is admissible if and only if 
(Y, .&‘*, g*) is admissible. Since replacing (V, &‘, 9) by (v, .G?*, 9*) 
converts case (I) into case (IV) and vice versa, as well as (4-3) into (4-2) and 
(4-l) into itself, itthen follows from our discussion of case (I) that case (IV) 
implies the existence of a cycle of types (4-l) or (4-3), as desired. 
It is now a straightforward matter to finish the proof by showing that a 
nested pair of relations (Y, -pP, 9) which violates 4-Al, 4-A2, or 4-A3 is 
either not 3-admissible or not 4-admissible. •I 
Remark. The l- and 2-admissible pair of relations on Iv:= { ui, u2, 
u3, q) with d:= 0 and g:= {[q, +I, [q, 4, [q, ~~1, [UZ, 4, IQ, 4) 
shoyrs th>it 4-qdmissibility does not imply 3-admissibility, since 
ui + u2 -+ Us --+ u1 is an inadmissible cycle of length three and inspec- 
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tion of all six length four cycles with no repeated nodes as well as of all 
length four cycles with one repeated node shows that it is nevertheless 
4-admissible. In general, of course, k-admissibility implies k’-admissibility 
for every divisor k’ of k. However, as we now show, it is possible to do 
much better. 
4. THE MAIN RESULT 
Continuing with the above notations, let us now state our main result: 
THEOREM 5. A nested pair of relations .zZc 9 c V-X V is admissible if 
and only if it is both 3- and 4-admissible and, in addition, it contains neither 
of the two subconjgurations shown in Fig. 3. In particular, such a “network ” 
is admissible if and only if it is 3-, 4-, and 5-admissible. 
ProoJ We define an IslSnadmissible cycle v = [ uO, ui, . _ . , u,,] E V”+l 
to be minimal if there exists no &9-inadmissible subcycle w = 
[ wo, WI,..., w,,] E v-m+1 with m < n and {wi ,..., w,} c {ui ,..., un}, 
i.e., if and only if the subsystem induced by {q, u2,. . . , u,} is k-admissible 
for all k < n. Obviously, # { ui, . . . , u,,} = n for every such minimal ~2% 
inadmissible cycle (or md9ic for short). To prove our theorem we must 
show that in a 3- and 4-admissible digraph, any mdgic v as above is 
isomorphic to one of the two digraphs (5-l) or (5-2) in Fig. 3. To this end 
we may assume that V= { ul,.  ., u,,} and therefore that (V, d, 9) is 
k-admissible for all k -C n. Also, for any w = [ wl, w2,. .. , w,,] in B(V), we 
define 
and 
r,(w) := Jxw,(w) - d~~2(w) (10) 
I-,(w) :=l?,(w) + dq)(w) -d%,(w). (11) 
(5-l) (5-2) 
FIG. 3. The two forbidden subdigraphs of order five. 
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Then for a closed path w with .B?‘Y~(w) = 0, .&Sadmissibility is equivalent 
to 
r,(w) + I-,(w) > 0. (14) 
Finally, for [u, u] E .G&‘C!~~ with i E (0, + 1, k 2}, put .@‘Y(u, u) := i and 
note that 2-admissibility isequivalent o xZopS(~, u) = -.Ez’~( u, U) for all 
u,u E Y. 
To prepare for the unavoidable case-by-case analysis, we start with the 
following observations: 
LEMMA 2. If (v, -01, S) is m-admissible and if the path w = [ wl,. . . , w,,,] 
satis$es -o1%2(w) = 0, then the following relations hold: 
m-1. (r,(w) I -2) v (r,(w) I -2) 3 WHEW,, i.e., ~49(~,, wm) = 
-2; 
L2-2. r,(w) = r,(w) = -1 j w~.~w~, i.e., d9(~,, w,) = -2; 
L2-3. r,(w) = -1 - w19w,,,, i.e., d9(~,, w,) I -1; 
L2-4. (r,(w) = -1) A (r,cw) = 0) * w19wm, i.e., &9(w1, w,) 5 
-1; 
L2-5. (q(w) I 1) A (r,cw) = 0) + 7wmS~1, i.e., .&!?(w,, w,) I 0; 
U-6. r,(w) = 0 - 7Wm dw,, i.e., dC??(w,, w,) I 1; 
L2-7. r,,(w) I 0 * TW, 9w,, i.e., d??(w,, w,) 2 0; 
L2-8. l?,(w) = r,(w) = 1 3 7~md~,, i.e., s%‘( wl, w,) I 1. 
In other words, only the values of .&9( wl, w,) shown in Table Z are possible. 
Proof. This lemma follows directly from the definition of admissibility. 
0 
The assumptions of Lemma 2 hold for any subpath v,, := [ui, ui+r, .. . , 
vj-13 j u ] (where the indices are computed modulo n) of a m.&59ic v = 
[UiJ, 01,. . ., u,, = u,], where j Z i - 1 (mod n), so they apply to v,, j as well 
as to its complementary path vj,i n v (as long as j f i + 1 (mod n)). We 
use this fact to derive bounds on the value of T&v,, ,) and r,(v,, j), as 
follows: 
LEMMA 3. Given a m.&C9ic v = [ vO, ul, . . . , u,, = vO] of length n, choose 
i, j E (1,. . . , n } such that i f j + 1 (mod n). Then the following statements 
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TABLE I 
The Values of .@‘s19( wi, w,) Allowed by Lemma 2 
>2 = -2 10 SO 12 12 
= 1 = -2 SO SO 
51 12 
= 0 = -2 I-1 10 
10 51 
= -1 =-2 =-2 
2 -1 2 -1 I-l 
5 -2 = -2 = -2 
= -2 = -2 
= -2 
r,/r,, I -2 = -1 = 0 =l 
>2 
hold: 
L3-1. Zf cQlS( uJ, ui) = +2, then 
r&j,;) 2 1, rl(vj,i) 2 l> 
and 
rO(vj,i) + rl(Vj.i) 2 3. 
L3-2. If &‘5?(uj, ui) = +l, then 
Tb(~,,i) 2 2, rl(Vj, ;) = 0, 
ch, j) 2 0, and r,(v,,J = -I; 
in particular, r,(v) 2 2, r,(v) = - 1. 
L3-3. Zf s?9( vj, ui) = 0, then exactly one of the following holds: 
(4 ro(Vi, j) = w,, j) = rdv,, ;) = w,, i) = 0; 
tb) r,tv,. ,> = - 1, r,(v,, > 2 1, r&,, i> = 0, rltvj, ;)2 0; 
(4 rdv,,,) = - 1, rl(v,.i) 2 1, rdv,, j) = 0, rl(vi,j) 2 0; 
(4 rdvj,j) = rdv,,,) = -1, rl(vi,,) 2 1, rl(vj,i) 2 1; 
in particular T,(v) 2 - 2 and l?,(v) 2 1 unless case (a) holds. 
Prooj Statement L3-1 follows immediately from the fact that in Table I 
we have .GZ@‘(W,, w,) I 1 unless r,,(w), r (w) 2 1, and r,(w) + l?,(w) 2 3. 
Statement L3-2 follows from the fact that in Table I we have J&+‘(w,, w,) 
I 0 unless r,,(w) 2 1, I,(w) 2 0, and r,(w) + I?,(w) 2 2, SO &Y(uj, ui) = 1 
implies r,(v,, )2 1, r,(v,, ;)2 0, and I,(v,, ;)+ I,(v,, i)2 2 as well as 
x29( ui, u,) = - 1 and therefore (again by Table I) rO(vi, j), I,@,, j) 2 - 1, 
and I,,@,. j) + ri(v;, j)r - 1. Since I,(v) = rO(vj, ;)+ I,,&, j) and r,(v) =
r,(v,,,) + ri(v,,.,), we get r,(v) 2 0, r,(v) 2 -1 and r,(v) + r,(v) 2 +I. 
Hence, inadmissibility implies r,(v) = - 1 and therefore ri(v;, j)= - 1, 
I&vi, j) 2 0, Ii(vj,,) = 0, and T,,(v) 2 2, in particular ,(v) 2 2, I,(v) = 
- 1 as claimed. Finally, statement L3-3 follows imilarly from the fact that 
&9(u,, u,) = -olS(u,, u,) = 0 together with the relations listed in Table I 
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imply that I,(v,. j) 2 - 1, Ii(v,, j)2 0, I,,(v,, i) + I’,@,, j) 2 0, as well as 
I’&,: ;) 2 - 1, I,(vjT ;) 2 0, I,,(v,, i) + I,(vj, i)2 0, all hold. AS before this 
implies l?,(v) 2 -2, I,(v) 2 0, and I,,(v) + r,(v) 2 0, so that the inadmis- 
sibility of v implies that either I,(v) = r,(v) = 0, in which case I’,,(v, j) = 
r,tv;, j>= rO<y,,i> = r1tVj.i) = 0, or else that I,,(v) < 0, in which case either 
rdv,, j) = - 1, r&,.,) = 0, rltv,, j)2 1, r,tvj,,) 2 0 or, by symmetry, 
Ia(V,, j>= - 1, r,(v,, j> = 0, rl(vj, ;) 2 1, rl(vi, j) 2 0, or else finally r,(v,, j) 
= r,(v,, )= - 1 and I,@,, ), Ii(vj, i)2 1, as desired. q
As a useful direct consequence of this lemma, we have also: 
LEMMA 4. Zf v = [v,, q,..., v,, = v,,] is a mds29ic of length n 2 5, then 
either I’,,(v) -C 0 or I’,(v) -C0. 
Proof: Otherwise, by (12), (13), and (14), the inadmissibility ofv would 
imply r,(v) = I,(v) = 0, in which case L3-2 implies that xM( ui, vi) # f 1 
for all i # j & 1 (mod n). On the other hand, L3-3 implies that J&‘~(v,, uj) 
= 0 only if I,@,. j) = IY,,(vj,i) = ri(v,, j)= I,(vj,i) = 0. But in this case, 
since i +j f 1 (mod n) and n 2 5, there exists either a j’ :=j + 1 f i, 
i * 1 (modn) or else a j’:= 1 - 1 f i, i A- 1 (mod n) for which L3-2 
implies &‘9( ui, vjP) f A 1 as above. Since obviously lY,(v,, jj)= r,(v,, j)f 1 
E { k l}, however, L3-3 implies that &Y(ui, vj,) # 0 as well. It follows 
that either &9?( v,, uj,) = +2 or .E.@‘%‘( vi, vj,) = - 2 and therefore by L3-1 
either I,,(v,. J,) + I,(v,, j ) 2 3 or I’,,(v,,, i) + I,(vj.,i) 2 3, both of which 
contradict ]I,@, ,,)I, ]r,(vi,Y)], ]I ,(vj,,i)], ]r,(vj,,i)] I 1. It follows that 
&‘9( ui, uj) E { +2} and hence I,,(v;, j) 2 1 or I’,(vj,i) 2 1 for all i f: j k 1 
(mod n). Since I,,(v) = ~&Yi(v) + &Y,,(v) - J&‘??_,(V) - .E+‘~-~(v) = 0, 
however, the number of arcs of the cycle in 9 = .&‘K i 6 J&Y, is equal to 
the number not in 9. Hence there exists ome i E (1,. . . , n} such that 
[vi-i, ui] E 9 and [vi, ui+J 4 9, for which 10(ui-i, ui+J = ro(vi+l, V;-J 
= 0, a contradiction that finally proves the lemma. q 
We can now sharpen Lemma 4 to: 
LEMMA 5. Zf v = [u,, q,. . . , vn = v,,] is a rn&‘gic of length n 2 5, then 
either r,(v) = - 1 or r,(v) = - 1. In thefirst case we have &‘ols( vi, uj) # + 1 
for all i f j f 1 (mod n), while in the second we have A?c??( vi, v,) # 0. 
Proof: By Lemma 4 we already know that r,(v) < 0 or l?,(v) < 0. In the 
former case the number of 9-arcs in v exceeds the number of non-9arcs so 
there exists some i E (1,. . . , n} such that ~~-i%~%~+i (mod n), which 
implies u~~~“O~V~+~ by (8). Consequently, v’ := [ vO,. . , vi-i, ui+i, .. . , u,] 
satisfies &FJz(v’) = 0 as well as l?,,(v’) = I,,(v) + 1, so that 
0 > To(v) = ro(q - 1 2 0 - 1 = -1; 
i.e., I,(v) = - 1 as claimed. 
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On the other hand, if I’,(v) < 0, then there exists ome i E (1,. . . , n } 
such that ui-i&‘uj, for which we necessarily have 7ui+l~ui-i (i.e., 
&Y( ui-r, ui+i) I 0) since otherwise u~+~zz+?‘u~ by (8) in contradiction to 
&‘%‘*(v) = 0. Hence v’ := [uO, .. . , ui-i, ui+i, .. . , u,] satisfies &‘C!?Jv’) = 0 
and &g,(v) 2 &‘gl(v’) as well as &“K2(v’) + 1 2 &49-,(v), since u&‘u~+~ 
implies u~-,.&‘u~+~ by (8). It follows that 
0 > r,(V) = dS,(v) - J4w*(v) 2 zzf~l(v’) - .!zPK*(v’) - 1 
= r1 (v’) - 1 2 - 1; 
i.e., I,(v) = - 1, as desired. The remaining part of Lemma 5 follows 
directly from Lemma 3. 0 
We now turn directly to the proof of Theorem 5, starting with a 
discussion of a m&9ic v = [u,,, ul,.  . , u,, = u,,] of length n 2 5 which 
satisfies r,(v) = - 1. 
First, we claim that .&S-i(v) = 0; i.e., .&‘C!?( uiVl, ui) < 0 * 
&‘Y(u;-~, ui) = -2 for all i = 1,. . . , n. Otherwise, there exists i E 
{ 1, . _ . , n } such that & 9( ui- r, ui) = - 1. Put v’ := 
[u,, .. . , u,-~, ui+i,. . , u,,]. As above, ui+,Sui-, together with (8) would 
imply u;+~,Z~U, in contradiction to .EZ~~(V) = 0, so we necessarily have 
dY(Ui+l? ui-l ) 2 0. As a consequence, .Q????~(v’) = 0 and &‘S,(v’) I
.&‘S,(v). Moreover, J@“$,(v’) 2 J&Y-~(V), since if -,ui~ui+i we have 
~~-2(v) =~~-,(vi+l.j-l ) 5 .&‘K2(v’), while if ui&‘ui+i then (8) and 
ui-,9ui together imply u,-i.z~Zu~+~ and therefore &S-,(v) = 
d9-2(vi+1,i-l ) + 1 = .FZY~~(V’). It follows that II(v’) < I,(v) = -1, in 
contradiction to the minimality of v. 
Next we claim that .&9,(v) = 0. For otherwise there exists ome i E 
(1,. . . , n} such that .&g( ui, ui+& = 1. If &s( ui-i, ui) = - 2, then 
I,(vi-,,i+l) = 0 = TO(vi-l,i+J and Ii(vi+l,i-i) = -1, which in view of 
L3-1 and L3-2 shows that &‘9(ui-i u~+~) 66 { 51, f 2). Similarly, one 
finds that &9(~;+~, u,+~ ) = -2 implies .&“??(ui, ui+*) G { hl, f 2). By 
Lemma 5 (or, more precisely, L3-3) however, one has .&‘CY( ui- 1, ui+ J # 0 
# &‘S( ui, ui+*) as well, which eliminates all possibilities. Together with the 
result &C1(v) = 0 established above, these contradictions prove that 
J&‘~(u;-~, ui) 2 0 and ‘c99(ui+i, ui+J 2 0. Hence T,(v,,,-,) = I,(v) - 
T1([uiwl, u;]) = -1 - rl([u,-l, ui]) < 0 and l’,(vi,i+2) > 0. Since, more- 
over, Irl(vi.j) - rl(vi.,+l )]I 1 for all j = i + 2, i + 3,. . . , n - 1, n = 
0,l) 2, . . . ) i - 2, there exists some j E {i + 3, i + 4,. . . , n, 1,. . . , i - 2) 
such that r,(v,+,) = 0, r,(v,,,) = r (v) - r,(v,,,) = -1, rl(vl+l, j) = 
Il(vi, ) - 1 = - 1 and I,(vjq i+l) = 0. Since Lemma 5 implies .&‘g( ui, uj) 
# 0 # d9(u;+l, u,), in view of L3-1 and L3-2 this implies that .~+‘g( uir uj) 
= 1 and .&CC?(uj, u~+~) = 1, i.e., ui+iSu, and uj9ui, and hence by (8) that 
u,+~.&‘u~, i.e., [vi, u;+~] E J%‘C@~ in contradiction with .&‘gz(v) = 0. 
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It follows that .s&‘S’i(v) = 0 and hence SS?~-~(V) = 0 - I,(v) = -1, 
so w.1.o.g. our configuration looks like . . . : un-1 3 u, 
-2 0 
= u, + u1 -+ 
0 
u*-’ -a-. Hence by Lemma 3 we have .&S’( uI, uj) = + 1 for all 1 I i < j 
- 1 I n - 1 ((i, j) # (1, n)). If n = 5 we get a configuration isomorphic 
to (5-2) of Fig. 3, whereas for n 2 6 we have necessarily, e.g., 
1 -1 -1 
u1 + us -+ uj + ul, i.e., an d%nadmssible cycle of length three and thus a 
contradiction to I’,(v) = - 1 and n 2 6. 
Finally, let us assume that I,(v) = -1 for some mdgic v = 
Lug, Ul,..., u,,] of length n 2 5. We first claim that .GS!~-,(v) = 0. For if this 
is not the case, then we may assume w.1.o.g. that [ uo, uJ E d= ~4%~. If 
there exists ome i E (2,. . . , n - l} with I,(v,,~) = 0, then r,(v,~,) = - 1, 
I,(v,* ,) = - 1 and I’,(v,-,) = 0 and hence, in particular, 3 I i 5 n - 2. The 
only cases listed in Lemma 3 which are consistent with these values are 
&‘9( ut, u,) = &‘9(u,, u;) = 0 which gives us an inadmissible cycle 
u. 2 ui 3 u, : u. of length three, in contradiction to the minimality of v. 
On the other hand, since ]I&+i) - I,(v,,;)] = 1 for i E (2,. . . , n - l}, 
T,(v,.,) # 0 implies that either T,(v,,,) > 0 or To(vl,i) < 0 for all such i. In 
particular, we must have either r,(v,.,) = 1 and r,(v,, n-1) > 0 which 
implies r,(v,,- 1  )= - 1, or T,(v,+,) = - 1 and To(vl, n-1) < 0 which im- 
plies I,(v,,- t,,) = + 1. Both imply I,(v,-,,,) = - 1 as well as T,(v,-,,,) I 
0, and the only value of JZ?~( u2, q-J which is consistent with these values 
and the conclusions of Lemma 3 is &89( u2, u,- t) = - 2, which contradicts 
the minimality of v. Thus, our claim that .GS!‘~-~(V) = 0 is established. 
Next, we claim that ~49,,(v) = 0, i.e., that .&9( u,, u,+i) 2 0 implies 
J&‘~(u;, u;+~) = 1 for i = 0 ,..., n - 1. Otherwise we assume w.1.o.g. 
that .&‘9( uo, ui) = 0, and observe that Lemma 3 together with -1 = 
T,(v) = r,(v,, )+ IO@,, ,) (j f i 5 1 (mod n)) shows that r,(v,. j)2 1 im- 
plies rl(vi. j)2 1 and I,(v,+,) + Il(vi, j)r 3, while I’,(v,, j) = - 1 implies 
I,@,,,) 2 1. It follows that we cannot have &Y(u,, u2) = 0, since then 
T,(v,,,) = 2 and r,(v,,,) = 0, nor can we have &!?(u,-,, uo) = 0, since 
then I,(v,,- I 1) = 2 and T1(vn-l,l) = 0. Similarly, we cannot have 
~49(u,, u2) = J&‘~?(u,~-~, uo) = -1, since then r,(v,_,,,) = -1 and 
I,(v,- i,J = 0, nor can we have either s%( q, uz) = - 1 and JX?~( unPl, uO) 
= + 1 or s?%( ul, u2) = + 1 and &9(u,-,, uO) = - 1, since both lead to 
r&v,-,,,) = 1 = T1(vt,-i,J and therefore r,(v,-,,,) + l’&-i,J = 2 < 3. 
In view of our previous result SG’%~(V) = 0, we are forced to conclude that 
.cz?~( ui, u2) = &9( u,,-~, uo) = + 1. In this case we consider once again the 
values of lY,(v,. ,) for i = 2,. . . , n - 1. Obviously IY,(v,,,) = +l and 
T&v,, n-1) = IO(v) - TO(vn- iJ = - 1 - 2 = - 3. Hence n 2 7 and there 
must exist some i E (4, . . . , h - 3) with Io(v,,,) = -1 and r,,(v,$i-i) = 0
and therefore 10(vO, ,) = 0, I&,, im r) = + 1, which together with Lemma 3 
forces us to conclude that a length four .zZ’Snadmissible cycle of the form 
0 0 
u() -+ u1 --j U;-l 2 u, J+ u. is present. 
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In light of these results, r,(v) = - 1 implies n = 2m + 1 for some 
m = &9(v) = .G?%~(v) - 1, and hence there exist at least wo consecutive 
indices, say i = 0 and i = 1, such that A!~(u,,, q) = .zM(q, u2) = - 1 
while zZsls( u2, u3) = + 1. If m = 2 and hence n = 5 this leads, using 
Lemma 3 once more, to precisely the two configurations (5-l) and (5-2) 
given in the Theorem. If m 2 3, we have either q, 2 u1 2 u2 5 ug 2 u4 or 
u,, 2 u1 2 u2 A uj A u,. Since 4 f 0 * 1 (mod n), Lemma 3 forces us to 
-2 0 0 0 
conclude that in the first case u. -+ u, -+ u1 -+ u3 + uo, while in the second 
0 -2 
case u. + u4 + u1 5 u3 5 uo. Both of these are inadmissible cycles of length 
four, the final contradiction. 0 
Nore udded it? proof. As we expected originally and have learned in the meantime, neither 
Theorem 2. nor the idea of applying it in the context of preference theory are new (see, for 
instance, [12 or 131). Still, itis amazing how little use has been made of this idea so far which 
we consider to provide a very natural and powerful basis for every task dealing with numerical 
representations ofpreference relation systems. 
The following note was written mainly to accentuate this point of view. 
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